tunability as well as their ever-expanding application scope, MOFs have become one of the most fascinating classes of materials for both scientists and engineers. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] They have been extensively studied not only for fundamental interests such as catalytic intermediate trapping and energy transfer, but also for potential practical applications including gas storage and separation, heterogeneous catalysis, chemical sensing, biomedical applications, and proton conduction. [10] [11] [12] [13] Many early MOFs made from divalent metals, such as Zn 2+ or Cu 2+ , have shown exceptional porosity and promise for a wide variety of applications [1, 14] but ultimately proved unsuitable for use under harsh conditions because of stability issues. For instance, MOF-5, [1] a prominent milestone in MOF research, decomposes gradually upon exposure to moisture in air. When MOFs are used for certain applications, their framework integrity must be guaranteed to maintain their intended functionalities and characteristics. In fact, water or moisture is usually present in industrial processes, and applications such as catalysis often require stability toward aqueous acid/base or coordinating anions. The instability of many MOFs in water or other harsh conditions has consi derably limited their further application and commercialization. Therefore, the chemical stability of MOFs has been receiving more and more attention over the last five years. Researchers have started to address the stability of MOFs in different environments, understand the possible decomposition pathways, and are attempting to develop more stable framework structures. [15] [16] [17] The stability of MOFs can be affected by multiple factors, including the operating environment, metal ions, organic ligands, metal-ligand coordination geometry, hydrophobicity of the pore surface, etc. [15, 18, 19] Studies on the stability of MOFs have allowed us to rationalize the effect of some factors and judiciously design stable framework structures. The relatively labile coordination bonds that support the framework structures are believed to be responsible for the limited stability of MOFs. [20] Thus a stable MOF structure should have strong coordination Dedicated to Prof. Susumu Kitagawa on the occasion of his 65 th birthday www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com bonds to survive the attack of guest molecules or possess steric hindrance to prevent the intrusion of guests to the metal nodes.
The metal-ligand bond strength determines the thermodynamic stability of MOFs under many operating environments. Therefore, the stability of MOFs can be roughly predicted by examining the strength of the bonds that form the framework. It is known that the metal-ligand bond strengths with a given ligand are positively correlated to charges of the metal cations and negatively correlated to the ionic radius. The effects of charge and radius can be combined into the concept of charge density. When the ligands and the coordination environment remain the same, high-valent metal ions with high charge densities can form stronger coordination bonds and thus a more stable framework. This trend is in line with Pearson's hard/soft acid/base (HSAB) principle and corroborated by many observations in MOF research. [16] The carboxylate-based ligands can be regarded as hard bases, which form stable MOFs together with high-valent metal ions, such as Ti 4+ [21] MIL-100, [22] and MIL-101. [4] The Zr 4+ based MOFs were first synthesized in 2008 and have attracted considerable attention since 2012 because of their remarkable stability in water and even acidic conditions. [23] Following this trend, an escalating number of stable MOFs have been synthesized and reported in recent years.
According to the HSAB principle, stable MOFs can also be assembled by soft azolate ligands (such as imidazolates, pyrazolates, triazolates, and tetrazolates) and soft divalent metal ions (such as Zn 2+ , Cu 2+ , Ni 2+ , Mn 2+ , and Ag + ). The most representative examples are the zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) constructed by Zn 2+ and imidazolate linkers. [24] In addition, Long and co-workers have developed triazole and pyrazolate-based MOFs which exhibit good stability in alkaline environments. [25, 26] Besides the influence of bond strength that determines thermodynamic stability, the stability of MOFs can also be affected by kinetic factors. A simple consideration of the bond strength of MOFs based on thermodynamics could result in inaccurate predictions that contradict experimental results. For example, UiO-66, UiO-67, and UiO-68 (UiO stands for University of Oslo) are isostructural MOFs having the same [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 (COO) 12 ] cluster but different linker lengths. [23] Based on a thermodynamic argument, they might be expected to show similar stability according to their bond strengths. [23] However, experimental results showed decreased stability with an increase in linker length. This inconstancy can be rationalized by noting how the rigidity of linkers affects the kinetic stability. Dense and rigid structures formed by highly connected metal-oxo clusters and rigid organic linkers are usually more stable. This is in line with the good stability of high-valence metal clusters which tend to have higher coordination numbers and thus more rigid framework structures. Additionally, by specially designing hydrophobic surfaces or interfaces, water and other guest molecules can be excluded from approaching metal ions. For example, Omary and co-workers developed a series of fluorinated MOFs (FMOFs) with remarkable water stability as a result of super-hydrophobicity. [27] In addition, several publications have shown that postsynthetic Shuai Yuan received his B.Sc. in chemistry from Shandong University in 2012. He then joined Prof. Hong-Cai Zhou's research group in the same year at Texas A&M University (TAMU). He is now a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Chemistry at TAMU. His research is focused on the synthesis of stable metalorganic frameworks for energy conversion and storage.
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treatment of labile MOFs with hydrophobic coatings can generate stable MOF composites. [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] However, this review will focus on the inherent stability of MOF materials. Composite materials will not be discussed.
With increased attention on stable MOFs and an improved understanding of the fundamental factors that affect the structural stability, studies on stable MOFs have flourished in the last few years. The ever-increasing number of www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com stable MOFs has significantly expanded the application of this emerging class of materials. Besides the conventional gas storage, stable MOFs have currently been applied in catalysis, biomedicine, and sensing. [15] A typical example is using MOFs as photocatalysts for catalytic water splitting and CO 2 reduction, which requires the framework to be stable in aqueous solutions with acid, base, or coordinating anions. [35, 36] This review intends to provide fundamental mechanisms concerning MOF stability as well as the most recent design and synthetic strategies for stable MOFs. Important stable MOFs will be introduced, and their latest applications will be discussed. Altogether, this review provides a preliminary database for stable MOFs and their applications. It is expected to guide the design of stable MOFs by providing insights into existing structures, which could lead to the discovery and development of more advanced functional materials in respective fields.
Fundamentals of MOF Stability
Chemical stability is described as the ability of MOFs to maintain their long-ranged ordered structure in certain chemical environments. [37, 38] It is usually confirmed by maintained powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) pattern and BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) surface area after specific treatments. The PXRD pattern characterizes the crystallinity of the sample; the BET surface area, derived from the N 2 sorption isotherm, probes the porosity. The operating environment (external factor) and the MOF structure (internal factor) are the two major aspects that affect the chemical stability of a MOF material.
In Water Vapor and Liquid Water
The procedure of MOF degradation in water vapor or liquid water can be considered as a series of substitution reactions in which the metal-coordinated linkers are replaced by water or hydroxide (Scheme 1). [37, 39] Therefore, the direct method to prohibit this procedure is to enhance the strength of the coordination bonds between inorganic clusters and coordination groups. According to the HSAB theory, the interactions between hard Lewis acids and bases, or soft Lewis acids and bases will be much stronger than those between hard acids and soft bases, or soft acids and hard bases. Thus, to obtain stable MOFs, researchers choose to construct frameworks with carboxylate-based ligands (hard Lewis bases) and high-valent metal ions (hard Lewis acids), or azolate-based ligands (soft Lewis bases) and low-valency transition metal ions (soft Lewis acids). Guided by this strategy (Scheme 2), dozens of MOFs with excellent stability were obtained. [4, 21, 24, [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] 
In Aqueous Acid/Base
Compared to neutral water molecules, proton and hydroxide ions are much more destructive to MOFs. Therefore, it is exceedingly challenging to construct stable MOFs with good resistance to proton and hydroxide ions. Moreover, the chemical conditions of acidic and basic solutions are distinct, which leads to the different stability of MOFs in acids and bases. Many MOFs constructed from high-valent metal ions and carboxylate-based ligands exhibit excellent robustness in acids, while their resistance to base is much weaker. A typical example is PCN-222 (PCN stands for porous coordination network) or MOF-545 constructed from Zr 4+ and carboxylate linkers. [40, 54] It can maintain its crystallinity in concentrated HCl but readily decomposes in dilute alkali solution. On the other hand, MOFs constructed from low-valency metal ions and azolate-based ligands typically show great stability in basic solution but they are relatively more vulnerable in acids. For instance, PCN-601, a Ni 2+ -pyrazolate based MOF, can survive in saturated NaOH (20 mol L −1 ) at 100 °C, but it begins to degrade when the pH of solution falls below 4. [44] Many efforts were made to explain the above phenomenon. [37, 44, 55] In acid, the degradation of MOFs is mainly caused by the competition of proton and metal ion for the coordinating linkers. In basic solutions, the major driving force of MOF decomposition is the replacement of linkers by hydroxide which competitively binds to the metal cations from MOF clusters. As shown in Scheme 3, in acidic conditions, although www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com the coordination bonds between low-valency metal ions and azolate groups are strong, the pK a values of azoles are also relatively high. This denotes a strong affinity between azolate groups and protons, which will easily push the system to the decomposed state in acidic solutions. However, for MOFs with high-valency metal ions and carboxylate-based ligands, the low pK a of carboxylic acids and strong coordination bonds endow these MOFs with excellent stability in acids. Similar analysis can also explain the stability of MOFs in alkaline solutions. Because of the high affinity between high-valency metal ions and OH − , MOFs constructed from high-valency metal ions and carboxylate-based ligands will easily decompose in basic solution. Low-valency metal ions have strong interactions with azolate groups and relatively low affinity to OH − , which makes MOFs with low-valency metal ions and azolate-base ligands highly robust in basic solution. [37, 44] 
In Aqueous Solutions with Coordinating Anions
In addition to proton and hydroxide ions, many other coordinating anions, such as F − , CO 3 2− , and PO 4 3− , are also destructive to MOFs. Unfortunately, these species are frequently involved in common reactions. They are usually essential reactants or work with their conjugated acids as buffer pairs to control the pH of the solution in reaction systems. Therefore, it is important to study the robustness of MOFs in aqueous solutions with these coordinating anions. [55] Because all the aforementioned coordinating anions can be classified as hard Lewis bases, they tend to interact strongly with high-valency metal ions, which is reflected by the high binding constants of these anions with Zr 4+ , Fe 3+ , and Al 3+ . [56, 57] For MOFs constructed from high-valency metal ions, the carboxylate ligands can be readily replaced by these coordinating anions (hard Lewis bases) that exist in the solution as competing species. An effective method to overcome the vulnerability of these materials to coordinating anions is to construct MOFs with soft metal ions and ligands. In this way, the strong coordination bonds between metal ions and ligands are maintained, while the affinity between the metal ions in the framework and the coordinating anions in solution is reduced. In 2016, our group reported a MOF constructed from a [Ni 8 (OH) 4 (H 2 O) 2 PZ 12 ] (PZ = pyrazolate) cluster and a TPPP linker (TPPP = 5,10,15,20-tetrakis (4-(pyrazolate-4-yl)phenyl)porphyrin), namely PCN-602. [45] This material demonstrated excellent stability in aqueous solutions of 1 m KF, K 3 PO 4 , and Na 2 CO 3 . The N 2 sorption isotherms and PXRD patterns of the treated PCN-602 remained consistent, which confirmed the robustness of PCN-602 in these solutions. As a comparison, a Zr-cluster based analogue, PCN-224, totally decomposed in aqueous solutions containing these coordinating anions. [45] 
Mechanical Stability
Mechanical stability of MOFs under vacuum or pressure is another important factor for MOF's industry and practical applications from an engineering perspective. The instability of MOF pore structure under vacuum sometimes would lead to phase changes or partial collapse of pores. [58] In order to fully activate MOFs while avoid structural collapse, solvent exchange, and solvent evacuation are usually adopted. Exchanging higher surface tension solvents with lower ones including CH 2 Cl 2 , n-hexane and liquid CO 2 and further solvent removal would help the efficient activation of MOFs. Besides, compared with zeolites, MOFs also possess a relatively low stability under mechanical pressure. For example, ZIF-8 with high chemical stability would undergo an irreversible amorphization following compression beyond 0.34 GPa and also lose porosity gradually when treated with pressures of up to 1.2 GPa. [59] It should be noted that there is no standardized testing method to qualify the stability of a given MOF. Different standards need to be adopted depending on the operating environments. For example, some catalysis processes require acidic/basic environments or oxidizing/reducing conditions. Industrial catalysis may require stability against hydrothermal steaming. The mechanical stability of a MOF needs to be considered for industrial processing from an engineering perspective. MOFs may show dramatically different performance under different conditions. For example, MOFs with high-valency metal ions and carboxylate-based linkers have strong stability in acidic conditions but tend to be decomposed by base and coordinating anions such as CO 3 2− . Similarly, low-valency metal ions and azolate-based MOFs have strong resistance toward alkaline environments but can be easily decomposed by acid. MIL-88 (Fe or Cr) and MIL-53 (Fe or Cr), represent a class of chemically stable MOFs with low mechanical stability as reflected by their flexible behavior upon guest adsorption/desorption. [21] Therefore, different criteria need to be considered depending on the operating environments for certain applications.
Structural Factors Contributing to MOF Stability

High Connectivity of Metal Nodes and Ligands
If the connectivity of ligands or metal nodes is higher, the repair of structural defects can take place at a higher rate and prevent further decomposition, thereby enhancing the MOF stability. [44, 60] This principle is applied to explain the extraordinary chemical stability of PCN-601, a 4,12-connected network. The connectivity of both the Ni 8 cluster (a 12-connected node) www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com and the pyrazolate-based porphyrinic ligand TPP (a 4-connected linker) are relatively high among the reported inorganic clusters and organic ligands. From a kinetic perspective, the decomposition of MOFs in solutions could be regarded as successive substitution of coordination moieties with small molecules or ions. During this procedure, structural defects occur and accumulate, which finally leads to the decomposition of the framework. [39] With higher connectivity, the ligand dissociation is suppressed, while the ligand association rate is enhanced, which will lead to a faster defect reparation. This phenomenon resembles the chelating effect of multi-dentate ligands and therefore is named the 3D chelating effect. Similar conclusions can be obtained for highly connected metal nodes as well. Therefore, fragments with more connections are greatly favored for the generation of stable MOFs.
Rigidity of Ligands
Apart from the 3D chelating effect, the rigidity of ligands is also crucial in determining the robustness of the framework. In the work of PCN-601, Wang et al. rationalized that the length of the ligand is related to the activation energy of ligand dissociation and thus affects the decomposition of MOFs. [44, 61] In Figure 1 , two isoreticular frameworks are presented, which are constructed by a long and a short ligand. Regardless of the decomposition pathway of the framework (dissociative or associative mechanism), ligands coordinated to inorganic clusters are required to be bent in transition states. Assuming the displacements of the ligand terminals in the transition states are equal in the two scenarios (d s = d l ), the short and rigid ligand would be bent to a larger angle (θ s > θ l ). This would raise the activation energy of decomposition, which therefore leads to relatively higher inertness of the framework. [44] 
Hydrophobic Groups
Water stability of MOFs may also be enhanced by introducing hydrophobic groups onto the ligands. ZIF-8 is a typical example to illustrate this point. [24] The methyl group on the ligand was proposed to assist in blocking water molecules from attacking the [ZnN 4 ] units. Similarly, in ZIF-68, 69, and 70, the hydrophobic surfaces of these ZIFs also serve to increase their water resistance. [38] In 2013, Padial et al. reported the construction of stable MOFs by using pyrazolate-based ligands with methyl groups. [62] Typically, the introduction of functional groups into MOFs will narrow the pore size of the framework, which leads to condensation of water vapor at lower pressures. However, the methyl groups were confirmed to enhance the relative pressure of water vapor condensation into frameworks substantiating the effect of methyl groups on the hydrophobicity of frameworks. [38] The same strategy can be applied in MOFs constructed by hard Lewis acids and bases. In 2016, Wang et al. reported two isostructural Zr-MOFs, BUT-12, and BUT-13, [63] with good resistance toward boiling water, concentrated HCl, and NaOH solutions. It is proposed that the methyl groups on the organic linkers increased the hydrophobicity of the materials and therefore raised their stability in aqueous solutions. [62] The water contact angles of BUT-12 and BUT-13 with water are 138.7° and 118.3°, respectively, classifying both materials as hydrophobic. It should be noted that the liquid water wetting is likely to be a measure of MOF surface and therefore can be affected by surface termination and texture. Water isotherms for both materials bear hysteresis loops, with low uptakes at low pressures and large rises in water uptakes at high pressures. [63] All these experimental results strongly suggest a low affinity between water molecules and the surfaces of BUT-12 and BUT-13. The hydrophobic surfaces and interfaces inhibit the water molecules from attacking the inorganic clusters and enhance the stability of these MOFs. [38] 3. Design and Synthesis
Modulated Synthesis
Though there is high interest in stable MOFs, their inert metal-ligand bonds pose significant challenges in regards to synthesis. The crystallization process requires an equilibrium between the crystal formation and dissolution to allow sufficient structure reorganization or defect reparation. However, the strong coordination bonds in stable MOFs are difficult to dissociate during the MOF growth process. Therefore, direct synthesis of stable MOFs using a mixture of metal salts and organic linkers usually results in quick precipitation of low crystalline powders. To obtain highly crystalline products or single crystals, a modulated synthesis was employed. Modulated synthesis refers to the regulation of the coordination equilibrium by modulators which either competitively coordinate with the metals or suppress the deprotonation of linkers. As a result, the competitive reaction can reduce the rate of nucleation and slow down crystal growth to help produce highly crystalline products.
In fact, many early MOFs, including the divalent metal-based ones, were synthesized by adding a few drops of acid to slow down the crystal growth and obtain large crystals. [64] Strong acids with weakly coordinating counterions, such as HNO 3 or HBF 4 , can reduce the pH and suppress the deprotonation of organic linkers. As the coordination of organic linkers often requires deprotonation, the rate of MOF formation is decelerated by the low pH. [33] However, it is always difficult to predict the structure of the products just by adding acid. The one-pot reaction between metal ions, organic linkers, and acids usually leads to the formation of hybrid complexes. www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com different metal-oxo clusters could form during the synthesis which leads to the production of impurities. The mechanism for the formation of each product is not fully understood even though some interesting structures might be obtained.
Zr-MOFs represent a prime example of rationalizing MOF formation by modulated synthesis. The first example of applying the modulated synthesis strategy to prepare Zr-MOFs was reported by Schaate et al. in 2011. [65] The effects of monocarboxylic acids on the formation of UiO-type MOFs were systematically studied. The sizes of crystals were tuned by changing the amount of monocarboxylic acid as modulating reagent. Single crystals of UiO-68-NH 2 were obtained which afforded single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis to provide the first single-crystal structure of a Zr-MOF. This study dramatically accelerated the development of new Zr-MOFs because the single-crystalline products allow facile structural characterization, which maximizes the understanding of structure-property correlations. In situ formation of co ordination complexes between the Zr(IV) cation and monocarboxylic acid modulators was proposed as the mechanism of modulated synthesis. The coordination complexes, presumably [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 (RCOO) 12 ] clusters, act as intermediates, which form the Zr-MOFs via exchange reactions between the modulators and linkers (Figure 2 ). 16 ] clusters have been used as precursors to prepare MIL-88(Fe) and MIL-125(Ti)-type structures, respectively. [16, 66] The use of metal-oxo clusters as precursors allows for more flexibility in experimental conditions (for example larger range of temperature) and leads to higher product yields. [67] Guillerm et al. used a [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 (methacrylate) 12 ] cluster as a precursor to synthesize ZrMOFs with UiO structures. [68] During the reaction process, the methacrylate ligands were replaced by dicarboxylate linkers, which potentially mimics the reaction pathway of modulated synthesis. Our group extended this modulated synthetic strategy to obtain a series of MOFs from preassembled [Fe 2 M(µ 3 ). [69] The utilization of preformed clusters avoids the in situ formation of various clusters as intermediates and therefore favors the formation of the preferred product. In addition, MOF growth can be simplified into a series of stepwise ligand substitution reactions on the preformed clusters, which facilities structural design and prediction.
Postsynthetic Modification
Postsynthetic modification (PSM) represents an important supplement to the traditional one-pot synthesis of MOFs. [70] The postsynthetic method has been proved as a versatile tool to prepare topologically identical MOFs with diverse functionalities. Stable MOFs bear an additional advantage over labile ones as they can survive harsh modification conditions while maintaining their crystallinity and porosity. This opens up the possibility of performing a wider range of PSM reactions on stable MOF platforms.
Covalent modification is the most common route of PSM that functionalizes MOFs with tailored internal surfaces for specific applications. Functional groups such as amino groups as chemical handles are usually preanchored on the linkers of MOFs for further modification reactions. The amino functionalized linkers, BDC-NH 2 (BDC-NH 2 = amino terephthalate) for example, are quite compatible with a number of MOFs, including MIL-53(Al, Cr, and Fe), [71, 72] MIL-101(Al, Cr, and Fe), [73] CAU-1 (CAU = Christian-Albrechts University), [74] and UiO-66. [75] PSMs of amino groups by anhydrides, isocyanates, aldehydes, acyl chlorides, alkyl bromides, and many more complicated metal-organic complexes have been reported. [70, [75] [76] [77] Click chemistry between azides and alkynes has also been widely used to modify MOFs with desired functional groups. Jiang et al. reported the covalent modification of a series of azide-functionalized Zr-MOFs through click reactions. The easily accessible and reactive azide groups in the MOF cavity allow for quantitative click reactions with alkynes to form various MOFs with tailored pore surfaces.
Besides covalent modification, dative modification of MOFs through postsynthetic metalation has also been adopted. www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com ions including Cu 2+ and Pd 2+ . [78] Later on, the metalation of Zr-based MOFs with bpy sites was reported. The metalated Zr-MOFs serve as efficient catalysts for a broad-scope of organic transformations such as alkene hydrogenation/hydroboration and arene CH borylation. [79, 80] The Zr 6 -cluster, with amphoteric behavior, can also act as a ligand to support metal cations. NU-1000 contains octahedral [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 (OH) 4 [81, 82] When NU-1000 samples were exposed to metal sources, the terminal OH − /H 2 O groups deprotonate to allow the binding of metal cations, which represents a special metalation approach (Figure 3 right) . [83] The coordinatively unsaturated metal sites in MOFs can also be modified by additional ligands. For example, the vacant coordination sites in [Cr 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] or [Cu 4 Cl(triazolate) 6 ] MOFs could be modified with alkane amines to improve CO 2 uptake. [25, 84] Similarly, functional sites possessing catalytic activity have been introduced into MIL-101(Cr) and MIL-101(Fe) through the coordination of pyridine groups to the [M 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] (M = Cr 3+ or Fe 3+ ) clusters. [85] The coordinatively unsaturated Zr 6 -clusters can also bind with carboxylates through simple acid/base reactions. For example, the solvent-assisted ligand incorporation (SALI) method was developed to modify the coordinatively unsaturated [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 (OH) 4 (H 2 O) 4 (COO) 8 ] cluster in NU-1000 with different perfluoroalkyl carboxylate entities for enhanced CO 2 uptake (Figure 3 left) . [86] Other ligands, including phosphates and sulfates, were also attached to the cluster of Zr-MOFs by similar methods. [87] A prominent example of dative PSM is the so-called linker installation method in which a coordinatively unsaturated Zr-MOF was constructed and linkers with different lengths were sequentially installed between each pair of clusters. [88, 89] Systematic variation of the pore volume and decoration of pore environment were realized by sequential installation of multiple linkers with different lengths or functional groups, which resulted in synergistic effects in gas uptake.
Postsynthetic ligand and metal ion exchange have been demonstrated as an effective method to generate otherwise unobtainable MOFs. Intuitively, the inert metal bonds in stable MOFs will significantly suppress the ligand and metal ion exchange process. However, studies on the ligand and metal ion exchange of several stable MOFs suggest that the robustness of such metal-ligand bonds was overestimated. [90] Postsynthetic ligand and metal ion exchange processes were shown to readily occur in several stable MOFs, including ZIFs, MIL series, and UiO series (Figure 4) Reproduced with permission. [83] Copyright 2017, Nature Publishing Group. [90] Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com functional groups, especially labile ones, into a robust MOF under relatively mild conditions. For example, a labile dinuclear iron complex, [FeFe] (DCBDT)(CO) 6 (DCBDT = 1,4-dicarboxyl benzene-2,3-dithiolate), was incorporated into the robust UiO-66(Zr) framework as a functional mimic of the [FeFe]-hydrogen ase active site. [91] On the other hand, the metal ion exchange can enhance the stability of MOFs by replacing the labile metalligand bond with more robust ones. Our group reported a postsynthetic metal-ion exchange and oxidation method by replacing low-valency metal in MOFs with variable-valent metal ions and further oxidizing them to higher oxidation states. [92] The resulting high-valency metal based MOFs show increased stability compared to its low-valency states. In another work, Fe-based MOFs were exchanged by Cr 3+ , which affords more inert frameworks. The above mentioned synthetic methods together form a toolbox to prepare stable MOFs with desired functionalities.
Stable Metal-Organic Frameworks
The stability of MOFs can be predicted by comparing the strength of the metal-ligand bond that forms the frameworks. According to the HSAB principle, stable MOFs are mostly constructed from carboxylate-based ligands (hard Lewis bases) and high-valency metal ions (hard Lewis acids), or azolate-based ligands (soft Lewis bases) and low-valency transition metal ions (soft Lewis acids). In addition, the pore environments of MOFs can be judiciously tuned to exclude the infusion of certain reactive guests, such as water, to increase the overall chemical stability. Guided by this strategy, an increasing number of MOFs with excellent stability were reported, which were selected, classified, and summarized in this section. Some representative stable MOFs discussed herein are listed in Table 1 .
M 4+ -Carboxylate Based MOFs
Tetravalent metal (Ti 4+ , Zr 4+ , Hf 4+ , or Ce 4+ ) and carboxylate linkerbased MOFs form a relatively new field in MOF research. The first Zr-MOF was reported in 2008 [23] followed by the discovery of Ti-MOFs in 2009. [93] They have drawn particular attention due to their high stability, which has made them promising for wide-scale applications. As discussed above, there are two main reasons for the excellent chemical stability of M 4+ -based MOFs. First, the high charge and charge to radius ratio (Z/R) make them hard acids, which match to the relatively hard carboxylate ligands. The strong M 4+ -carboxylate interaction contributes to the chemical stability of the framework. Second, tetravalent metals require more ligands to balance their charge, therefore their SBUs tend to have a high connection number. The highly connected clusters, to some extent, prevent the attack of guests such as water molecules.
Ti 4+ -Carboxylate Based MOFs
Ti-MOFs are especially interesting due to their high stability and photocatalytic activity. However, only a limited number of Ti(IV)-carboxylate-based MOFs (MIL-125 and its derivatives, [93] PCN-22, [94] COK-69, [95] MOF-901, [96] and MOF-902 [97] ) have been reported, possibly due to synthetic difficulties. The first Ti-MOF, MIL-125, is constructed from [Ti 8 O 8 (OH) 4 (COO) 12 ] clusters and BDC linkers ( Figure 5 ). It demonstrates high stability, permanent porosity, and photocatalytic activity toward alcohol oxidation. [93] Further work has been done to functionalize the BDC linker with amino groups to adjust its bandgap. [98] Recent work also demonstrates that MIL-125 and its NH 2 -functionalized derivative (MIL-125-NH 2 ) can catalyze light-driven water splitting [99] and CO 2 reduction. [36] PCN-22 was formed by a Ti 7 -cluster and a porphyrin-based linker. [94] It presents a high permanent porosity toward N 2 with a BET surface area of 1284 m 2 g −1
. The combination of Ti-clusters and porphyrin linkers mimics the porphyrin-sensitized TiO 2 nanoparticles. Because of the porphyrin moieties, PCN-22 shows a broad range of light absorption with a small optical bandgap of 1.93 eV, the smallest reported to date for carboxylate based Ti-MOFs. Photocurrent measurements indicated that PCN-22 is photoactive under visible-light illumination. Finally, it acts as a heterogeneous photocatalyst that promotes the oxidation of benzyl alcohol to the corresponding aldehyde under visible light.
MOF-901 and MOF-902 are a class of unique MOFs as they combine the synthetic strategies of MOFs and covalent-organic frameworks. [96, 97] A hexameric Ti-oxo-cluster, [Ti 6 O 6 (OMe) 6 (ABZ) 6 ] (ABZ = 4-aminobenzoate), was in situ generated which was further extended into a 2D layer through an imine condensation reaction between amino groups and dialdehyde spacers ( Figure 6 ). The overall structures can be described as 2D layers with triangular apertures, stacked in an AB fashion. They exhibit permanent porosity toward N 2 with BET surface areas of 550 m 2 g −1 for MOF-901 and 400 m 2 g −1 for MOF-902.
Crystalline coordination polymers based on Ti and hydroxycarboxylate ligands have also been documented. For example, the reaction of Ti 4+ and 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid under different conditions leads to the isolation of NTU-9 [100] (NTU stands for Nanyang Technological University), MIL-167, MIL-168, and MIL-169. [101] Among them, NTU-9 shows a large hexagonal cavity with a diameter of 11 Å, although the permanent porosity has not been assessed. In addition, some Ti(III)-based MOFs have been reported which can be oxidized to Ti(IV) upon exposure to air. [95, 102] 
Zr 4+ -Carboxylate Based MOFs
Zr-based MOFs have recently been well summarized in a comprehensive review article by Yan et al. [17] Considering the large number of Zr-MOFs reported so far, we do not intend to cover all the Zr-MOFs in this section. Instead, we would like to briefly introduce the development of this field, focusing on some representative structures.
The first example of the Zr-MOF, UiO-66, was reported in 2008. [23] It is constructed from 12-connected [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 Topologically, each cluster can be simplified into a 12-connected cuboctahedral node, which is extended into an fcu network by linear linkers. Two types of micropores, tetrahedral and octahedral, are observed in the structure, leading to a BET surface area close to 1200 m 2 g −1 . At the same time, two isoreticular structures, UiO-67 and UiO-68, were also synthesized by the elongation of linkers (Figure 7) . After the discovery of UiO-66, the field of Zr-MOFs stayed silent for three years, with only a few new structures reported. This is due to the difficulties in the synthesis and structural characterization of Zr-MOFs. Indeed, most Zr-MOFs including UiO-66 are obtained as polycrystalline powders, which requires complicated Rietveld refinement of synchrotron PXRD data to characterize the structure.
These problems were solved by Schaate et al. in 2011 who introduced the modulated synthetic strategy to prepare Zr-MOFs with controllable particle sizes. [65] With modulated synthesis, single crystals of UiO-68-NH 2 were obtained and examined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction, providing the first singlecrystal structure of a Zr-MOF. This study dramatically accelerates the development of Zr-MOFs because single crystalline samples allow facile and precise structural determination by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Following this study, many Zr-MOFs were synthesized and their applications were extensively explored. Over the last few years, UiO-66 as a representative example of Zr-MOFs, has almost dethroned MOF-5 and HKUST-1 (HKUST stands for Hong Kong University of Science and Technology) as a benchmark MOF material.
Although numerous isostructural analogues of UiO-66 based on elongated or functionalized linkers have been reported, they are mostly based on the same [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 (COO) 12 ] inorganic building unit. Zr-MOFs based on tetratopic linkers, TCPP, were systematically studied by our group. [40] [41] [42] 60, 103] Interestingly, different phases were obtained which contain clusters with similar [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 ] core but different connection numbers. For example, an 8-connected [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 (OH) 4 (H 2 O) 4 (COO) 8 ] cluster was observed in PCN-222, in which four equatorial carboxylates were replaced by four pairs of terminal OH − /H 2 O ligands. [40] Following this work, some structures based on similar 8-connected Zr-clusters and square planar, tetrahedral, or linear carboxylate linkers were discovered. [86, 89, 104] Although the connection number is reduced, the stability of Zr-MOFs with 8- 4 (CO 2 ) 12 unit; right: crystal structure; bottom left: fcu topology. Reproduced with permission. [16] Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry. in concentrated HCl solutions. The coordinatively unsaturated Zr-clusters also allow the tethering of external ligands or metals, acting as a versatile platform for a variety of applications. [81, 87] Later on, 6-connected [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 (OH) 6 (H 2 O) 6 (COO) 6 ] clusters were also observed, demonstrating the strong tolerance of Zr-clusters toward the elimination of linkers. [37, 41] Two types of 6-connected Zr-clusters were documented, which have a hexagonal and an octahedral geometry. A few Zr-MOFs based on the hexagonal Zr-clusters were reported, including a rare 2D Zr-MOF with a triangular linker and a kgd topology. [105] The octahedral Zr-clusters, on the other hand, can be extended to a zeotype mtn topology by triangular linkers. [37, 106] More recently, MOFs based on 10-connected Zr-clusters were also found. [107] In these studies, analogues based on Hf were often isolated and usually showed similar structure and properties as www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com their Zr-based counterparts except for the increase in formula weight. Therefore, the structures and properties of the Hf-based MOFs will not be discussed in detail.
Although most Zr-MOFs are based on the robust [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 ] core, other Zr-clusters were also observed in Zr-MOFs. For example, MIL-140 series are composed of polymeric double chains of edge sharing ZrO 7 polyhedra connected through linear ligands. [108] Very recently, a few MOFs were discovered with [Zr 12 (µ 3 -O) 8 (µ 3 -OH) 8 (µ 2 -OH) 6 (COO) 18 ] or [Hf 12 (µ 3 -O) 8 (µ 3 -OH) 8 (µ 2 -OH) 6 (COO) 18 ] clusters, which could be regarded as a face-to-face linking of two Zr 6 /Hf 6 clusters by six µ 2 -OH groups. [109] [110] [111] Finally, constructing Zr-MOFs with multiple linkers (different lengths or symmetries) brings new opportunity to enrich the structures and their ensuing properties. [112] Considering the variable connection number and the abundant molecular Zr-clusters in the literature, numerous new members of the Zr-MOF family are envisioned in the near future.
Ce 4+ -Carboxylate Based MOFs
Ce-MOFs are very attractive because of their redox properties and potential catalytic applications. For instance, a mixed-valency Ce-MOF containing Ce 3+ and Ce 4+ has shown intrinsic oxidaselike catalytic properties. [113] Furthermore, pure Ce 4+ -based MOFs with hexanuclear [Ce 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 (COO) 12 ] clusters have recently been synthesized. These Ce 4+ -based frameworks are isoreticular to their Zr 4+ based analogues with 6-connected, 8-connected, or 12-connected Ce 6 -clusters. [114] The connectivity and symmetry of Ce 6 -clusters enable the formation of networks with fcu, reo, spn, and scu topologies. Most of the Ce-MOFs are stable in polar, aprotic solvents, but they begin to degrade slowly in water. One of the representative Ce-MOFs, Ce-UiO-66, is reported to be stable in aqueous solution with pH range of 1 to 11. [115] Additionally, by introducing hydrophobic groups into the framework, the stability of Ce 4+ -MOFs toward water and acid can be enhanced. Indeed, the resulting MOF, Ce-UiO-66-(CH 3 ) 2 , is reported to be stable in 1 m HCl aqueous solution. [116] 
M 3+ -Carboxylate Based MOFs
Al 3+ -Carboxylate Based MOFs
One of the most well-known Al-MOFs is MIL-53(Al) with the formula Al(OH)(BDC). [117] MIL-53(Al) contains infinite linear zigzag chains of AlO 4 (OH) 2 octahedra. The 1D lozenge-shaped channels are obtained by linking the parallel chains and BDC linkers (Figure 8b) . A breathing phenomenon in MIL-53(Al) was observed in which the framework adapted its structure in response to the adsorption of guest molecules. The "np" (narrow pore) and "lp" (large pore) forms could be obtained by reversible removal and incorporation of guest molecules. Additionally, several MOFs based on the MIL-53(Al)-type structure were developed by using functionalized or extended linkers, including DUT-4 [118] (DUT stands for Dresden University of Technology) and DUT-5. [118] MIL-68(Al), [119] another MIL-53(Al) isomer, has a more rigid kgm net. Further elongation of linker in MIL-68(Al) leads to a mesoporous Al-MOF, CYCU-3 [120] (CYCU stands for Chung-Yuan Christian University). Linking the [Al(OH)(COO) 2 ] n chains and tritopic carboxylate ligands, BTTB, leads to the formation of 467-MOF, [121] [122] MIL-118, [123] and MIL-120 [124] with 4, 6, and 8 oxygen atoms from carboxyl group coordinated to Al 3+ , respectively. NOTT-300 [125] (NOTT stands for University of Nottingham) is comprised of [Al(OH)(COO) 2 ] n chains bridged by four-connected BPTA linker. The structure remains stable when exposed to air, moisture, and common solvents. Moreover, the combination of [Al(OH)(COO) 2 ] n chains and porphyrin linker, TCPP, leads to the formation of Al-PMOF. [126] In the structure, the [Al(OH)(COO) 2 ] n chains are arranged into a nearly perfect square array due to the square porphyrin unit, which forms an interlaced pore structure. Al-PMOF remains stable in water and aqueous solutions with pH values from 5 to 8.
It is necessary to realize that Al-MOFs based on the [Al 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] cluster are scarce when compared to their Fe(III) or Cr(III) based analogues. A possible explanation is that the [Al 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] cluster-based structure is usually a kinetic product, which is not thermodynamically favored under most synthetic conditions. The first example of an Al-MOF containing the [Al 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] cluster is MIL-96. [127] MIL-96 contains two types of isolated clusters, the [Al 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] cluster and infinite chains with AlO 4 (OH) 2 units. The two building blocks are connected to BTC, which induces corrugated chains of AlO 4 (OH) 2 octahedra and forms three types of cages.
The combination of the [Al 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] clusters and tricarbo xylate linkers leads to a series of structures with mtn topology. MIL-100(Al), [128] isostructural to reported MIL-100(Cr, Fe), [22, 46] was synthesized within a very narrow pH range (0.5−0.7) through the hydrothermal reactions (Figure 8d ). This structure is built up from supertetrahedral blocks based on [Al 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] SBUs and BTC linkers. The framework exhibits two types of cavities with pore sizes of 25 and 29 Å. Furthermore, an extended form of MIL-100, PCN-333(Al), [129] is built from [Al 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] SBUs and TATB linkers with D 3h symmetry. Two types of mesoporous cages are generated with pore sizes of 42 and 55 Å. The larger hexacaidecahedral pore is built of 24 supertetrahedra with both pentagonal windows and www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com hexagonal windows, while the smaller one is surrounded by 20 supertetrahedra with pentagonal windows only. PCN-333(Al) shows high stability in aqueous solutions with pH range from 3 to 9. Further extension of the tricarboxylate linker leads to the formation of PCN-888 with two hierarchal mesoporous cages of 50 and 62 Å. [130] The combination of the [Al 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] clusters and linear linkers can also give rise to mtn type of network. For example, MIL-101-NH 2 (Al) [73] is composed of [Al 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] clusters and BDC-NH 2 linkers, which is isostrucural to MIL-101(Cr, Fe) (Figure 8e ). [4, 131] This structure shows a high thermal and chemical stability. One should notice that unfunctionalized MIL-101(Al) has not been successfully synthesized. This is tentatively attributed to the effect of amino groups that prevent hydrolysis of Al 3+ and help to stabilize the framework. The [Al 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] clusters and tetratopic TCPT ligands form a framework with soc topology, namely Al-soc-MOF. [132] This MOF is well-known for its extremely high total uptake for carbon dioxide and deliverable uptake for oxygen.
In 12 ]. In CAU-1, the 12-connected octanuclear wheels are linked by BDC linkers with four linkers in the plane of the wheel, four above the wheel, and four below the wheel. [133] The resulting structure contains a distorted octahedral cage with diameter of approximately 1 nm and a distorted tetrahedral cage with diameter of approximately 0.45 nm. In CAU-3, the distorted fcu net is built from 12-connected Al 12 (OCH 3 ) 24 dodecanuclear wheels and BDC linkers, and contains strongly distorted tetrahedral and octahedral cavities. [134] 
Fe 3+ -Carboxylate Based MOFs
The combination of BDC and chains of FeO 4 (OH) 2 octahedra leads to the flexible structure, MIL-53(Fe), [135] or the rigid triangular and hexagonal shaped MIL-68(Fe). [136] 2 ] n chain as SBU. [137] Both materials are stable in water which can contribute to the resistance to hydrolysis of an extended SBU. 6 ] clusters and linear dicarboxylate ligands of different lengths. [138] The bipyramidal cages of the MIL-88 series exhibit reversible "breathing" motion during physical, chemical or thermal treatments. One should note that the MIL-88 series have nearly no porosity when tested for N 2 adsorption at 77 K because of the stacking of linkers in the narrow pore conformation. Interestingly, combining [Fe 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] SBUs and BDC linkers results in another mtn-type structure, MIL-101(Fe), which is isostructural to MIL-101(Al, Cr). [131] Nevertheless, MIL-101(Fe) shows relatively low thermodynamic stability and will gradually transform into denser forms, such as MIL-53(Fe) or MIL-88(Fe), when exposed to strongly polar solvents. [139] Although MIL-101(Fe) and other dicarboxylate Fe-MOFs remain stable under exposure to air or moisture, they might become unstable under hydrothermal conditions. One alternative to rectify this is to utilize the tri-or tetracarboxylate linkers to build frameworks with high connectivity, which can improve hydrothermal stability. For example, MIL-100(Fe), a zeolite mtn-type structure, is constructed from [Fe 3 (µ 3 -O) (COO) 6 ] clusters and BTC linkers, leading to the formation of hybrid supertetrahedra with two types of mesoporous cages of free apertures of 25 and 29 Å. [46] PCN-333(Fe) is an extended version of MIL-100(Fe). It is stable in aqueous solutions with a pH range from 3 to 9 as confirmed by PXRD and N 2 sorption isotherms. [129] PCN-250(Fe), built from 6-connected [Fe 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] clusters and rectangular tetracarboxylate linkers, is isostructural to a reported In-MOF with the soc topology. [140] MIL-100(Fe) and PCN-250(Fe) are both hydrothermally resistant due to the increasing connectivity of linkers. Another example of a tetracarboxylate linker-based Fe-MOF is PCN-600(M) (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu) with a stp-a network. [43] In PCN-600, channels as large as 3.1 nm are created by linking six-connected [Fe 3 (µ 3 -O)(COO) 6 ] clusters and four-connected porphyrinic linkers (TCPP). This structure shows high stability in aqueous solutions with pH from 2 to 11, representing a rare example of Fe-based mesoporous MOFs that are stable under basic aqueous conditions.
Cr 3+ -Carboxylate Based MOFs
The structures of Cr-MOFs bear a close resemblance to Fe-MOFs. Most Cr-MOFs including MIL-53(Cr), [21] the MIL-88(Cr) series, [138] MIL-100(Cr), [22] MIL-101(Cr), [4] and PCN-333(Cr), [141] , or Cr 3+ based analogues. Therefore, these structures will not be discussed here.
RE 3+ -Carboxylate Based MOFs
In the form of coordination complexes, a majority of rare earth (RE) elements are known to exist in the +3 oxidation state, although particularly stable 4f configurations can also give +4 (Ce, Tb) or +2 (Eu, Yb) ions. 4 ] n , shows permanent microporosity and good thermal stability up to 450 °C, although the chemical stability was not assessed. [142] Later on, many RE-MOFs were synthesized with permanent porosity, good thermal stability, and modest water resistance. [143] [144] [145] [146] Note that RE-based MOFs are usually less stable than other M 3+ (Al 3+ , Fe 3+ , or Cr 3+ ) based MOFs. This is attributed to the large radius of RE 3+ which results in lower charge to radius ratios (Z/R) and weaker RE−carboxylate interactions. Recently, RE-MOFs based on hexanuclear clusters [147] [148] [149] and nonanuclear clusters [150] are developed which show better stability as a result of high connection numbers of the clusters. For example, RE-FTZB based on [RE 6 (µ 3 -OH) 8 [152] When exposed to alkaline environments, MIL-53(Al) starts to decompose slowly, however, MIL-53(Cr) shows high stability and no change is observed in surface area and PXRD intensity. Similar phenomena were also reported in aqueous acidic solution. [153] In regard to the hydrothermal stability of MOFs, the ligand exchange constant is a critical factor. If 2 ] n chains could be a stable state during the synthesis. [73] 
M 2+ -Azolate Based MOFs
According to the HSAB principle, another class of stable MOFs can be formed by soft divalent metal ions and soft azolatebased ligands. Imidazole (HIM), pyrazole (HPZ), triazole (HTZ and HVTZ), and tetrazole (HTTZ) are coordinating moieties for azolate-based linkers. [154] Similar to carboxylic acids, the azoles are usually deprotonated in order to coordinate with the metal cations. In contrast to carboxylic acids, the azoles are mostly known as bases and the coordination behaviors of the sp 2 N-donors in azoles and pyridines are basically identical (Scheme 4).
M 2+ -Imidazolate Based MOFs
Yaghi and co-workers introduced imidazole to coordination polymer chemistry of divalent first-row transition-metal ions and developed a new type of porous materials, namely zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs). [24] The two N-donors in imidazolate point outward from the five-membered ring with an angle of ≈145°, which makes the M-IM-M angle coincident with the Si-O-Si angle in zeolites. This angle is essential for the generation of open-framework zeolite-like structures. The divalent transition-metal ions in ZIFs adopt square-planar or tetrahedral coordination geometries instead of the common octahedral coordination geometries. If the tetrahedral metal centers are bridged by linear bidentate ligands, the dia topology is expected in most cases. However, diverse structures based on 4-conected topologies can be obtained using bent linkers, which break the perfect tetrahedral T d symmetry of dia topology.
In the first paper on ZIFs published by the Yaghi group in 2006, eight topologies of the ZIF structures were reported which were all synthesized as crystals by copolymerization of either Zn(II) or Co(II) with imidazolate-type linkers. [24] Among the first 12 ZIFs, the sod topology ZIF-8 (Zn(mIM) 2 ) and the rho topology ZIF-11 (Zn(bIM) 2 ) were shown to be thermally and chemically stable (Figure 9 ). Although these ZIFs adopt the same topology with the corresponding zeolites, they possess large pores (11.6 and 14.6 Å in diameter for ZIF-8 and -11, respectively) connected through small apertures (3.4 and 3.0 Å across for ZIF-8 and -11, respectively). Due to the longer IM linking units, the pore sizes of ZIF-8 and -11 are approximately twice as large as those of their zeolite counterparts. The remarkable thermal stability of ZIF-8 and ZIF-11 were confirmed by thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) which shows no weight loss before 550 °C in N 2 . [155] ZIF-8 and ZIF-11 both stay intact in water at 50 °C for 7 d. ZIF-8 can even maintain its structure in boiling water for 7 d, whereas ZIF-11 transforms into another phase after 3 d in boiling water. ZIF-8 is also stable in 8 m aqueous NaOH solution at 100 °C, even superior to MCM (MCM stands for Mobil composition of matter) and SBA-types (SBA stands for Santa Barbara) ordered mesoporous silica. Willis et al. showed that the hydrothermal stability (50% steam at 350 °C) and activation energy (58.5 KJ mol −1 ) of ligand displacement in ZIF-8 are higher than other typical MOFs. [39] This is attributed to the bond between the soft acid Zn 2+ and the soft base IM. In addition, the hydrophobic pore and surface of ZIFs prevent ZIF-67, Co(bIM) 2 , has a crystal structure similar to ZIF-8 with a zeolite sodalite topology. [156] Long and co-workers reported the synthesis of uniform and nonaggregated ZIF-67 dodecahedra. ZIF-67 is stable in room temperature water, boiling ethanol, and boiling toluene for 7 d. However, ZIF-67 undergoes a gradual structural transformation to Co 3 O 4 and Co(OH) 2 in boiling water, confirmed by PXRD patterns, indicating a lower stability in boiling water compared to ZIF-8. ZIF-90 is another analogue of ZIF-8 with aldehyde groups on the imidazole ligands (imidazolate-2-carboxyaldehyde, ICA) which allows for further covalent modification. ZIF-90 shows excellent chemical stability in boiling water, toluene, and methanol for 24 h. A superhydrophobic ZIF-90 analogue is prepared through postsynthetic functionalization by pentafluorobenzylamine via an amine condensation reaction. Importantly, the modified ZIF-90 keeps high crystallinity unaltered in boiling water and steam for 24 h.
Using high-throughput methods, three mixed-linker ZIFs (ZIF-68, ZIF-69, and ZIF-70) with gme topology and large pores were obtained (7.2, 10.2, and 15.9 Å in diameter for ZIF-69, ZIF-68, and ZIF-70, respectively). [5] ZIF-68, ZIF-69, and ZIF-70 retained their structures in boiling benzene, methanol, and water for 7 d which was evidenced by well-maintained PXRD patterns. When the methyl group of the HmIM ligand in ZIF-8 was replaced by an ethyl group, MAF-5 and MAF-6 (MAF stands for metal azolate framework) were obtained. [157] Variable temperature PXRD analysis of MAF-5 showed that the framework was stable up to 400 °C.
M 2+ -Tetrazolate/Triazolate/Pyrazolate Based MOFs
Pyrazolate possesses a rather small bridging angle (≈70°) compared with the isomer imidazolate, which in turn fixes two metal ions in a short distance of each other (≈3.5-4.7 Å depending on the ionic radius). The coordination geometry of pyrazolates is rather similar to the bidentate mode of carboxylates, which is the basis of paddle-wheel [M 2 (RCOO) 4 (Figure 10) .
In the year 2011, Navarro and co-workers reported a metal-azolate-carboxylate (MAC) framework based on bifunctional pyrazolate-carboxylate ligands and octahedral [Zn 4 (µ 4 -O)(COO) 3 (µ-PZ) 3 ] clusters. The crystal structure of this MOF resembles that of MOF-5 and IRMOFs. This cubic pcu-a topology MOF shows excellent stability. No change in PXRD pattern was observed after suspension in water at room temperature or in boiling organic solvent (methanol, benzene, or cyclohexane) for 24 h. [158] Janiak and co-workers, also reported some MAC frameworks with [Zn 4 (µ 4 -O)(µ-PZ) 6 ] clusters (Figure 10a ) which showed high stabilities. [159] When the carboxylate group in the azolate-carboxylate ligand was replaced by another pyrazolate, a MOF-5 analogue with pure pyrazolate ligands can be obtained. In addition, MFU-1 (MFU stands for metal-organic framework Ulm-University) consisting of 1,4-bis[(3,5-dimethyl)-pyrazol-4-yl] benzene (H 2 BDPB) and [Zn 4 (µ 4 -O)(µ-PZ) 6 ] clusters is also structurally similar to MOF-5. [160] From a topological point of view, the cubic [Ni 8 (µ 4 -OH) 6 (µ-PZ) 12 ] cluster (Figure 10b ) is equivalent to the well-known [Zr 6 O 4 (OH) 4 (RCOO) 12 ] cluster, which is also a 12-connected node. When the linear dicarboxylic acid ligands are replaced by linear bipyrazole ligands, a class of fcu networks analogous to UiO-66 can be obtained. Bordiga and co-workers reported two highly stable MOFs based on the cubic Ni 8 -clusters and polypyrazolate ligands. [161] These MOFs are stable from room temperature up to 410 °C. In addition to the linear bipyrazole ligands, planar tetrapyrazole ligands can also be used to bridge the Ni 8 -clusters into stable frameworks. PCN-601 and 602 are composed of Ni 8 -clusters and pyrazolate-based porphyrinic ligands. [45, 162] Similar to the Zr-porphyrin MOF-525, PCN-601 and 602 also adopt a ftw-a topology featuring large cubic cages within the frameworks (Figure 11) . The diameter of the cages in PCN-601 and 602 are 1.5 and 2.1 nm, respectively. In 2008, the Long group reported a flexible MOF Co(BDP) based on 1,4-benzenedi(4′-pyrazolyl) (H 2 BDP) and double zigzag chains with tetrahedral metal ions (Figure 10e) . [163] A broad hysteresis loop is observed in the H 2 adsorption and desorption isotherms of Co(BDP) at 77 K, which suggests that adsorption occurs with a structural transformation from small to large pores. Further exploration on Co(BDP) shows that the flexible MOF exhibits a large methane storage working capacity at 5-65 bar, due to the stability and flexibility of the frameworks. [164] Additionally, flexible frameworks based on similar linear bipyrazole ligands and double zigzag chains have been widely investigated by other groups. [165] [166] [167] When the tetrahedral metal ions were replaced by octahedral metal ions, a rigid framework Fe 2 (BDC) 3 based on the 1,4-benzenedi(4′-pyrazolyl) ligands and triple zigzag chains (Figure 10f ) can be obtained, featuring triangular channels rather than the square channels present in the flexible Co(BDP). According to the PXRD data, Fe 2 (BDC) 3 remains stable after 14 d of soaking in aqueous acid or base solutions of pH = 0 or 14 at 298 K and pH = 2 or 10 at 398 K.
In many cases, triazolate and tetrazolate-based linkers form structures similar to their pyrazole based analogues. For example, three linkers with triangular geometry (benzentripyrazolate, benzenetritriazolate, and benzenetritetrazolate [168] ) can form the same 8-connected [Mn 4 Cl(azolate) 8 3 ] upon oxidation. [170] Xiang and co-workers have also reported the FJU-66 based on the triangular [Cu 3 (µ-PZ) 3 ] cluster and linear bipyrazole ligand. [171] Unlike previously described MOFs, two adjacent [Cu 3 (µ-PZ) 3 ] clusters are combined into a six-connected [Cu 6 (µ-PZ) 6 ] cluster via Cu-Cu contacts. FJU-66 can maintain its structure up to 803 K. The high thermal stability is superior to any other extended [Cu 3 (µ-PZ) 3 ] polymers, demonstrating that the extra stability results from the intertrimer cuprophilicity. Furthermore, FJU-66 remains stable in aqueous solutions with pH values in the range of 3-14 over 12 h. Another example is the FMOFs constructed from Ag(I) and 3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)-1,2,4-triazolate. The framework has large (12.2 × 7.3 Å) interconnected tubes with hydrophobic cavities coated with -CF 3 groups of the perfluorinated ligands. It shows remarkable water stability as a result of super-hydrophobicity.
MOFs Based on Mixed Donor Linkers
Mixed donor linkers with both N-and O-donor atoms in the coordination groups have been adopted to enrich the structural abundance of MOFs. Indeed, the combination of N-donor groups (such as azolates) and O-donor groups (such as carboxylates) has led to the discovery of numerous intriguing structures. For example, the carboxylate and azolate moieties from a linker can form two different supermolecular building blocks respectively, which facilitates the design and discovery of new MOF structures. [172, 173] A series of MOFs with zeolitic topologies have been reported using 4,5-imidazoledicarboxylate as a linker. [174] In addition, different donor groups can bind to different metals to form a mixed-metal MOF, which further diversifies the overall structure. [175, 176] Generally, inorganic SBUs formed by high-valency metal ions and carboxylate-based linkers tend to have strong stability in acidic conditions because of the low pK a of carboxylic acids. On the other hand, inorganic SBUs composed of low-valency metal ions and azolate-base linkers are usually robust in basic solution. The mixed-component MOFs with both azolate and carboxylate based SBUs seem to be less stable than the MOFs based on single SBUs. This could be rationalized by the fact that the overall stability of the framework is determined by the most labile bond at a given condition. For example, a series of isostructural MOFs with fcu topology were synthesized using either pure pyrazolate-based linkers or pyrazolate-carboxylate mixed donor linkers. MOFs with mixed carboxylate-pyrazolate linkers are sensitive to moisture, whereas those containing pyrazolate linkers exhibit a high stability in environmental moisture and water. [62] MOFs have also been constructed using mixed-linker synthetic strategy in which O-donor linkers and N-donor are used simultaneously. Although the stability of these MOFs has not been commonly studied, they are expected to show relatively weaker stability compared to the MOFs with only one linker, which is similar to the trend of mixed donor linkers based MOFs. However, some stable mixed ligand MOFs based on +2 metal cations, pyridyl ligands and coordinating anions were documented. [177] [178] [179] [180] [181] For example, a series of isoreticular MOFs, SIFSIX-n-Cu (n = 1, 2, and 3), NbOFFIVE-1-Ni, and AlFFIVE-1-Ni, have shown great potentials toward gas storage and separation. Among them, hydrolytically stable AlFFIVE-1-Ni, also known as [Ni(pyr) 2 (AlF 5 )], could selectively remove water vapor from gas streams and making it an ideal candidate for energyefficient dehydration.
Properties and Applications
Catalysis
Lewis Acid Catalysis
Coordinatively unsaturated metal sites in MOFs have been found to act as Lewis acidic sites for catalysis. For gas phase catalysis, these sites can be exposed by the activation process (e.g., heating and evacuation) to remove the coordinated solvent molecules. In solution, the active metal sites can interact with the substrate by replacing the coordinated solvent molecules with substrate molecules. For stable MOFs based on high-valency metals and carboxylates, the metal nodes provide inherent Lewis acidic sites. Studies have shown that the Lewis acidic sites in MOFs can catalyze a variety of reactions, such as the cyanosilylation of aldehydes, [207] α-pinene oxide isomerization, [208] Friedel-Crafts reaction, [46] Hetero-Diels-Alder (hDA) reaction, [103] and the cycloaddition of CO 2 and epoxides. [41, 209] Some typical examples of stable MOFs for Lewis acid catalysis will be summarized based on the valence of metals in this section.
M 3+ -based MOF catalysts: The MIL-series (e.g., MIL-47, MIL-53, MIL-88, MIL-100, and MIL-101) are among the most widely studied classes of MOFs with trivalent metals (e.g., Al 3+ , Cr 3+ , and Fe 3+ ) for Lewis acid catalysis. By removing terminal water molecules on the [Fe 3 (µ 3 -O) (OH)(H 2 O) 2 (COO) 6 ] cluster, the generated metal sites in MIL-100(Fe) can act as Lewis acidic sites for catalytic reactions, including Friedel-Crafts reactions, [46] regioselective ring-opening of epoxides, [210] ClaisenSchmidt condensation, [211] and isomerization of α-pinene oxide. [208] For instance, the Friedel-Crafts benzylation catalytic tests conducted by Férey and co-workers showed that 100% benzyl chloride conversion with nearly 100% diphenylmethane selectivity was attained after 5 min, indicating high activity and selectivity for MIL-100(Fe). [46] Similarly, the cyanosilylation of trimethylsilylcyanide to benzaldehyde catalyzed by MIL-101(Cr) was also reported, showing a yield of 98.5% within 3 h. [207] Besides the cyanosilylation, the cycloaddition of CO 2 to epoxides is another commonly www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com used reaction to estimate the catalytic activity of Lewis acidic MOFs. Zalomaeva et al. reported that MIL-101(Cr) catalyzed the solvent-free coupling reaction of epoxides with CO 2 to produce cyclic carbonates. [209] Under optimal reaction conditions, the yields of propylene and styrene carbonates reached 82% and 95%, respectively. However, a decrease in catalytic activity was observed after several cycles, which may be attributed to the destruction of the framework integrity, pore blockage, and poisoning of the active sites.
M 4+ -based MOF catalysts: Due to their high chemical stability, Zr-based MOFs have been widely studied in recent years as heterogeneous Lewis acidic catalysts. A representative example of Zr-MOFs is UiO-66 composed of [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 (COO) 12 ] clusters and BDC linkers. With high-valency Zr 4+ sites, UiO-66 has been studied for a variety of catalytic reactions including the aldol condensation reaction, [213] the cyclization of citronellal, etc. [212, 214] Several methods have been investigated to increase the catalytic activity of UiO-66. One strategy is to create more open metal sites by defect engineering. Vermoortele et al. reported the synthesis of UiO-66 by using trifluoroacetic acid and HCl in the synthesis. [212] After dehydroxylation of the Zr 6 clusters and removal of the coordinated trifluoroacetic acid by thermal activation, a material with more defects and therefore more open metal sites can be generated (Figure 12) . Another method to increase the catalytic activity is to introduce functionalized organic ligands. Using molecular modeling, Vermoortele et al. revealed that the presence of nitro-substituted BDC ligands can increase the rate of cyclization of (+)-citronellal to isopulegol as a result of the electron-withdrawing effect. [214] The substituents can not only affect the Lewis acidic properties of the MOF but also introduce stabilizing or destabilizing effects on the reactants based on their electronic properties.
Recently, the degradation of chemical warfare agents by MOFs has been widely investigated. Hupp and co-workers have shown that Zr-based MOFs can hydrolyze organophosphate-based nerve agents and simulants taking advantage of the Lewis acidic Zr sites as well as the extremely high chemical stability of Zr-MOFs. [215] [216] [217] [218] [219] [220] [221] [222] [223] For example, Mondloch et al. studied the hydrolysis of nerve agent simulant dimethyl 4-nitrophenyl phosphate (DMNP) on the [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) computationally. [223] DMNP binds to NU-1000 by hydrogen bonding with H 2 O/OH − groups on the Zr 6 -nodes as well as by weak π-π stacking interactions with the benzene ring of the organic linkers. As shown in Figure 13 , the rate-determine step of the reaction is the dissociation of coordinated water from the Zr 6 -cluster. Then, the PO group of DMNP interacts with the Zr atom by electrostatic attraction, followed by hydrolysis of DMNP. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations provide insight into the experimental observation that the half-life for DMNP hydrolysis can be greatly reduced by heating NU-1000 to remove terminal ligands on the cluster. It is worth noting that when different organic ligands are used, Zr-MOFs containing Zr 6 -clusters with various symmetries and connectivities (e.g., 12-connected, 8-connected, and 6-connected) can be generated. [216, 221, 223] In general, the MOFs with lower-connected Zr 6 -clusters contain more Zr-OH and Zr-OH 2 , leading to an increased hydrolysis rates. Another important Zr-MOF, UiO-66, has been tested for the methanolysis of methyl paraoxon and p-nitrophenyl diphenyl phosphate (PNPDPP). [216] The Zr-OHZr-containing node was proposed to be the active site, which functionally mimics the binuclear Zn II active site of the phosphotriesterase enzyme for phosphate ester bonds hydrolysis.
In addition to coordinatively unsaturated metal sites on metal nodes, MOFs containing metal sites on organic ligands have been investigated. For example, PCN-223(Fe), a Zr-MOF with Fe(III)-porphyrin centers, has been used as a Lewis acid catalyst to promote the hDA between aldehydes and dienes. [103] After the treatment with AgBF 4 , the Cl − counterions coordinated to the Fe(III)-porphyrin centers were removed to create highly reactive Lewis acidic sites (Figure 14) . The exposed Fe(III) center, as a Lewis acid, polarizes the aldehydes, while electron-withdrawing groups on the porphyrin further increase the electron deficiency of the Fe(III) center. As a result, the yield of the hDA reaction catalyzed by PCN-223(Fe) reached 99%, even higher than homogeneous systems.
Brønsted Acid Catalysis
Besides the inherent Lewis acidic sites, stable MOFs can be functionalized with Brønsted acid catalysts to extend Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1704303 Figure 12 . Removal of the coordinated trifluoroacetic acid by thermal activation. Reproduced with permission. [212] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com the scope of catalytic reactions. Recently, stable MOFs with Brønsted acids have been investigated for various reactions including the Diels−Alder reaction, [224] acetalization, [225] isomerization, [224, 226] Friedel−Craft reaction, [226, 227] esterification, [228] and dehydration. [229] One strategy to introduce Brønsted acids into MOFs is to covalently bind Brønsted acidic groups to organic ligands. For example, MIL-53(Cr) and MIL-101(Cr) functionalized with sulfonic acid can be obtained by treating with triflic anhydride and sulfuric acid. [228] They showed high catalytic performance in esterification of n-butanol with acetic acid. The turnover frequency for sulfated MIL-53 (Cr) (0.72 min −1 ) was higher than that of acidic polymers like Nafion NR50 (0.63 min −1 ). In another example, Lewis acidity and Brønsted acidity coexist in the sulfated MOF-808. Substitution of terminal ligands on Zr 6 -clusters with sulfate groups in a 2:1 ratio in MOF-808 forms a superacidic sulfated framework with both Lewis acidity and Brønsted acidity (Figure 15) . [226] The sulfated MOF-808 showed activity for isomerization of methylcyclopentane at 150 °C, which represents the benchmark for MOF-based solid-acid catalysts. It is also worth noting that Brønsted acid catalysis requires a highly stable MOF platform. The catalytic process generally involves the transfer of protons from the catalytic active sites of the MOF to the substrate, which requires the MOF to be stable toward protons. As a result, compared to the large amount of MOFs explored for Lewis acidic catalysis, only a limited number of MOFs as Brønsted acidic catalysts have thus far been developed.
Redox Catalysis
Functionalized linkers as catalysts. The redox inertness of some stable MOFs (such as Al 3+ and Zr 4+ -based MOFs) limited their applications as redox catalysts. To functionalize stable MOFs for redox catalysis, one method is to adopt metallo-linkers. For example, PCN-222 with different metalloporphyrins were employed as biomimetic oxidation catalysts. Three substrates, including pyrogallol, 3,3,5,5-tetramethylbenzidine, and o-phenylenediamine, were adopted to estimate the catalytic activity of . Kinetic studies have demonstrated that PCN-222(Fe) can catalyze the oxidation of a variety of substrates, acting as an effective peroxidase mimic with both excellent substrate binding affinity (K m ) and catalytic activity (k cat ), superior to free hemin in aqueous media. The excellent catalytic performance of PCN-222(Fe) is attributed to the stability of the framework and the large open channels, which effectively prevent the self-dimerization of porphyrin centers and facilitate the diffusion of substrates. In another example, UiO-66 was modified with molybdenum, tungsten, and vanadium for olefin epoxidation. Tan and co-workers functionalized the UiO-66-NH 2 with salicylaldehyde, pyridine-2-aldehyde, or 2-pyridine chloride by PSM and then metalated the linker with Mo(IV) catalyst. The good dispersion of the Mo(IV) catalyst and the highly accessible surface area of the MOF guarantee sufficient contact between substrate and catalytic center, facilitating the catalytic reaction. The Mo(IV)-functionalized MOFs exhibit high catalytic activity for epoxidation reactions with a conversion of 99%. In addition, Lin and co-workers constructed a series of Zr-MOFs (BPV-MOF, mBPV-MOF, and mPT-MOF) of fcu topology with elongated bipyridyl-and phenanthrylcontaining linkers. Postsynthetic metalation of these Zr-MOFs with [Ir(COD)(OMe)] 2 afforded highly active, robust single-site catalysts for organic transformation reactions including tandem hydrosilylation/ortho-silylation of aryl ketones and aldehydes, tandem dehydrocoupling/ortho-silylation of N-methylbenzyl amines, and borylation of aromatic CH bonds.
Encapsulated catalysts: Besides the functionalization of linkers, redox catalysts can also be incorporated into the cavity of MOFs. [230] Noble metal nanoparticles are known as efficient catalysts with a wide range of potential applications in the fields of energy conversion and storage, environmental remediation, drug research and chemical production. Immobilization of metal nanoparticles in MOF cavity provides highly accessible metal surfaces while preventing aggregation. Nobel metal nanoparticles can be introduced into MOFs by impregnation and successive reduction. [231] Metal alloy nanoparticles were also successfully embedded in the cavity of MOFs by Xu and co-workers. . Reproduced with permission. [185] Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing Group.
www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com (ED-MIL-101) as highly active catalysts for the conversion of formic acid to high-quality hydrogen at a convenient temperature. [232] Later on, they developed a liquid-phase concentrationcontrolled reduction (CCR) strategy in combination with the double solvents method (DSM) to introduce AuNi nanoparticles into MOFs and control the size and location of the immobilized AuNi nanoparticles (Figure 16) . [233] Uniformly distributed AuNi nanoparticles encapsulated in the pores of MIL-101 were achieved which exerted high activity for hydrogen generation from the catalytic hydrolysis of ammonia borane.
Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1704303 Figure 14 . Illustration of the hDA reaction catalyzed by . Reproduced with permission. [103] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. Figure 15 . The preparation of sulfated MOF-808 with both Lewis acidity and Brønsted acidity. Reproduced with permission. [226] Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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Recently, metal and metal oxide nanoparticles were simultaneously incorporated into a MOF for catalytic hydrogenation of CO 2 into methanol, which potentially mimics the industrialized Cu/ZnO/Al 2 O 3 ternary catalyst. [234] A bpyfunctionalized Zr-MOF, UiO-bpy, was initially synthesized. Cu 2+ was subsequently metalated into the vacant bpy sites followed by the introduction of Zn 2+ via reacting ZnEt 2 with the µ 3 -OH sites on the [Zr 6 (µ 3 -O) 4 (µ 3 -OH) 4 (COO) 12 ] cluster (Figure 17) . The Cu/ZnO x NPs were in situ generated at 250 °C in the presence of H 2 as the reductant. The resultant Cu/ZnO x @MOF catalysts showed high activity with a spacetime yield of up to 2.59 g MeOH kg Cu −1 h −1 and 100% selectivity for CO 2 hydrogenation to methanol.
In 2016, Tang and co-workers reported a MOF@Pt nanoparticle@MOF composite as an efficient catalyst for selective hydrogenation of α, β-unsaturated aldehydes (Figure 18) . [235] Sandwiching platinum nanoparticles between an inner core and an outer shell composed of MIL-101 (Fe), MIL-101(Cr), or both resulted in stable catalysts that convert a range of α, β-unsaturated aldehydes with high yield and selectivity toward unsaturated alcohols. Calculations revealed that preferential interaction of MOF metal sites with the carbon-oxygen rather than the carbon-carbon group explains the selective hydrogenation of aldehydes instead of alkenes.
Metalation of clusters. Cluster metalation is a powerful tool to functionalize Zr-MOFs for redox catalysis. The terminal OH − /H 2 O groups on Zr 6 -cluster can deprotonate to bind with metal cations. All the approaches for immobilization can be summarized into two categories, liquid-phase methods and gas-phase methods. In liquid-phase immobilization, metal salts and organometallic reagents are often used as metal precursors. Farha and co-workers deposited oxomolybdates on the metal nodes of NU-1000. The derived catalyst shows exceptional stability and high efficiency for cyclohexene epoxidation, which surpasses the performance of molybdenum (IV) oxide catalysts. [236] One of the advantages for metal node immobilization is the high dispersity of active species. Lin and co-workers demonstrated a single-site Mg-alkyl catalyst stabilized by Zr-MOF, which is synthesized by straightforward metalation of Zr clusters with Me 2 Mg. The Mg-functionalized MOF displayed high activity for the ketone hydroboration and can be reused more than 10 times. [237] Direct structural evidence on the positions and coordination environments of the incorporated metal ions were provided by our group using PCN-700 as a platform. Along with the metalation of Zr 6 cluster, ligand migration is observed in which a Zr-carboxylate bond dissociates to form a M-carboxylate bond (MNi and Co). [238] Compared to liquid-phase synthesis, gas-phase immobilization is more versatile due to the high permeability of gas and easy adjustment of dosage. Farha and co-workers developed Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD) in MOFs to accurate deposit metal species onto Zr clusters. In a typical example, Ni 2+ were immobilized on the nodes of NU-1000 using ALD. After heat treatment in H 2 , the material can be used as an efficient and stable catalyst for ethylene hydrogenation and oligomerization. [239] 
Photocatalysis
Photocatalysis is a promising pathway for the direct conversion of solar energy to clean and valuable chemical energy. [240, 241] MOFs can be photoresponsive through light absorption by the organic linkers or the metal centers, attracting great interest as fascinating catalysts in this field.
Ti-based MOFs, with photoactive Ti-oxo clusters, have been exclusively studied as promising photocatalysts. A reversible photochromic behavior of MIL-125(Ti) induced UV irradiation in alcohol was initially observed by Férey and co-workers. [93] Later, Li and co-workers fabricated a NH 2 -functionalized MIL-125, namely MIL-125-NH 2 , [36] which not only possesses extra light absorption in visible light region but also exhibits enhanced adsorption capacity toward CO 2 . Recent work has demonstrated that MIL-125-NH 2 can work as a light-driven photocatalyst for hydrogen generation [99] and CO 2 reduction. [36] In 2015, our group assembled the photocatalytic titanium-oxo cluster and photosensitizing Figure 16 . Schematic representation of the immobilization of AuNi nanoparticles by the MIL-101 matrix using DSM combined with a liquid-phase CCR strategy. Reproduced with permission. [233] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com porphyrinic linker into a MOF named PCN-22. [94] As a suitable candidate for light harvesting, PCN-22 was employed as a photocatalyst for an alcohol oxidation reaction.
Garcia and co-workers initially studied the photocatalytic activity of water stable Zr-MOFs (UiO-66 and UiO-66-NH 2 ) for H 2 generation in methanol or water/methanol upon irradiation at wavelengths longer than 300 nm. [242] The presence of the NH 2 group in the BDC fragment induces the absorption in the wavelength longer than 300 nm due to the auxochormic and bathochromic shift, which renders UiO-66-NH 2 a better photocatalyst than UiO-66. UiO-66-NH 2 also exhibits high photocatalytic activity for the aerobic oxidation and CO 2 reduction under visible-light irradiation. [243, 244] Pt nanoparticles were later incorporated inside of or supported on UiO-66-NH 2 as cocatalysts for photocatalytic hydrogen production. [245] The Zr− porphyrin MOFs, PCN-222 [246] (also known as MOF-545) and MOF-525, [247] were also investigated as photocatalysts for CO 2 reduction.
In 2016, Chi et al. prepared three types of Fe-based MOFs and their amino-functionalized derivatives and utilized them as water oxidation catalysts under visible light irradiation. [248] Among them, MIL-101(Fe) exhibits excellent visible lightdriven oxygen evolution activity with a high current density and early onset potential. Fe-based MOFs are promising photocatalysts for water oxidation, [248] degradation, [249] and Cr(VI) reduction. [250] Stable aluminum-based MOFs were also utilized as catalysts for visible-light driven hydrogen evolution [126] and oxygen evolution [251] from water.
Besides the inherent metal-oxo clusters, photocatalysts can also be incorporated into the organic linkers. The bpy functionalized UiO-67, as a stable and versatile platform, has been functionalized by Ir, Re, Ru, and Rh-complexes as photocatalysts. [252, 253] www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com were employed in three photocatalytic organic transformations (aza-Henry reaction, aerobic amine coupling, and aerobic oxidation of thioanisole), and exhibited high activities. In addition, the encapsulation of the molecular catalysts into other MOFs [91, [254] [255] [256] and the modification of photoresponsive units on stable MOFs [257] were also explored. A good example is hierarchically integrating multiple components to affect synergistic functions by the impregnation method. A series of inorganic clusters as co-catalysts were encapsulated into photoactive MOFs, which showed improved activity compared with single-component references. [35, 41, [258] [259] [260] [261] [262] [263] [264] [265] These composite materials have been adopted as photocatalysts for the degradation of organic dyes [266] and antibiotics, [267] oxidation of alcohols, [268] and hydrogen evolution. [269] Compared with conventional inorganic semiconductors, it is easier to control the light-absorption properties of MOFs by tuning the light-absorption abilities of organic fragments. For instance, the introduction of NH 2 groups as substituents on ligands would result in an isostructural MOF with a new band in the visible region. [270] The introduction of specific chromophores, such as porphyrin fragments, can lead to the formation of MOFs with photoresponsive characteristics derived from the corresponding chromophores. Considering the high tunability of MOFs by judicious selection of metal-oxo clusters and design of linkers, a variety of MOF based catalysts for specific applications are envisioned.
Electrocatalysis
Although Pt-based catalysts are currently the best electrocatalysts, widespread practical utilization is severely hampered by its prohibitive cost and low abundance. Replacement of precious Pt-group metals with efficient, low-cost catalysts holds tremendous promise for clean energy devices. Among diverse nonprecious catalysts, MOFs hold potential as highly efficient catalysts for important electrochemical reactions due to their versatile nature.
Owing to their similar electronic structures, Mo-based materials, like MoS 2 and Mo 2 C, represent one of the exciting families of such catalysts. ε-Keggin polymolybdatebased MOFs were tentatively employed as electrocatalysts for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). [271] In 2015, our group employed two polymolybdate-based MOFs, NENU-500 and NENU-501, [272] as HER catalysts. Remarkably, NENU-500 is highly active for electrochemically generating hydrogen from water under acidic conditions with an onset overpotential of 180 mV and a Tafel slope of 96 mV dec −1 due to its good stability, porosity, and exposed active sites. Later, Dai et al. fabricated UiO-66-NH 2 anchored by molybdenum polysulfide (MoS x ) via chemical interactions for HER study. [273] The distinctive design of the Zr-MOF-MoS x composite enables remarkable electrochemical HER activity and further exhibits excellent durability in acid medium.
Interestingly, Yang and co-workers introduced thin films of nanosized MOFs as atomically defined, nanoscopic catalysts for the electrochemical reduction of CO 2 in aqueous solution. [274] In situ spectroelectrochemical measurements provided insights into the cobalt oxidation state during the reaction and indicated that the majority of catalytic sites in this MOF are redox-accessible from Co(II) to Co(I) during catalysis. In 2016, Zhang, Li and co-workers employed an alkaline-stable, metal hydroxide mimicking MOF, MAF-X27-OH ([Co 2 (µ-OH) 2 (BBTA)]), as an efficient electrocatalyst for oxygen evolution (Figure 19) . [169] MAF-X27-OH was obtained by postsynthetic ion exchange of MAF-X27-Cl ([Co 2 (µ-Cl) 2 (BBTA)]), which possesses open metal sites on its pore surface. After the hydroxide functionalization of MAF-X27-Cl, the electrocatalytic activity of MAF-X27-OH for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) was drastically improved (an overpotential of 292 mV at 10.0 mA cm −2 in 1.0 m KOH solution). In addition, isotope tracing experiments confirmed that the hydroxide ligands are involved in the OER process to provide a lowenergy intraframework coupling pathway.
The paddle-wheel type cluster, [Co 2 (RCOO) 4 ], may display high catalytic activity, however, it is highly unstable especially in water. With judicious considerations of the host/ guest geo metries and modular synthetic strategies, the labile [Co 2 (RCOO) 4 ] clusters were immobilized and stabilized in a Fe(III)-MOF as coordinative guests by Zhang and coworkers. [275] This thermal-, water-, and alkaline-stable MOF containing the desired dicobalt clusters exhibits high electrocatalytic oxygen evolution in water at pH = 13. In addition, the electrochemical CO 2 reduction [276] and water oxidation [277] using MOF thin films were also studied. Aside from their pristine form, MOFs have also been widely utilized as precursors for the preparation of more complicated nanostructures to fulfill the demands of catalysis. [278] [279] [280] The corresponding nanostructures derived from MOFs as catalysts toward a series of electrochemical reactions were systematically discussed in previous reviews and will not be introduced here. [281, 282] Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1704303 However, their practical applications in gas storage are ultimately limited by their stability. Therefore, stable MOFs with high gas storage capacities are highly desired.
Our group reported the design and synthesis of PCN-250(Fe 2 M) (M = Fe, Co, Ni, Mn, and Zn), which demonstrates good chemical stability and high CH 4 uptake. [69] PCN-250(Fe 2 Co) has cage sizes suitable for methane uptake and the well-dispersed, highly charged open metal sites. Hence, gas molecules in the void space can strongly interact with the framework, resulting in efficient space utilization. Additionally, the high-valence metal sites lead to an induced polarization of CH 4 molecules through charge-induced dipole interactions and this interaction can further polarize additional layers of gas molecules, enabling multiple layers of gas adsorption. PCN-250(Fe 2 Co) demonstrated a total CH 4 uptake of 200 (v/v) at 35 bar and 298 K, which is among the highest in reported MOFs. More importantly, PCN-250(Fe 2 Co) retained its framework integrity in water after six months. The high gas uptake and chemical stability guarantee the reusability of these materials for industrial applications.
In another work, the Long group introduced a new concept to increase the working capacity by taking advantage of S-shaped isotherms of flexible MOFs. A flexible Co-pyrazolate based MOF, Co(bdp), was selected. This MOF undergoes a reversible phase transition in response to CH 4 loading with a 'stepped' CH 4 adsorption isotherm (Figure 20) . [164] The amount of gas adsorbed is small at low pressures but rises sharply just before the pressure reaches the desired storage pressure. Hence, the working capacity of methane uptake can be maximized compared with classical rigid adsorbents. In addition, the structural phase transition reduces the amount of heat released during adsorption and the impact of cooling during desorption, which helps to increase the working capacity. The working capacity of CH 4 The hydrostability of robust MOFs has extended their application into new areas such as water adsorption. The adsorption of water is important for many applications requiring capture and release of water, such as thermal batteries, dehumidification, and delivery of drinking water in dry areas. [18, 19, [283] [284] [285] The Yaghi group studied and compared the water adsorption properties of 23 materials and among them, two Zr MOFs, MOF-801 (Zr 6 O 4 (OH) 4 (fumarate) 6 ) and MOF-841 (Zr 6 O 4 (OH) 4 (MTB) 2 (HCOO) 4 (H 2 O) 4 ), showed the best performance. [37] The water uptake of MOF-801 is higher than 20 wt% at P/P 0 = 0.1. The good performance can be ascribed to three symmetrically independent cavities in MOF-801 that can interact with and capture water molecules. Moreover, MOF-801 showed exceptionally stability and recyclability. At P/P 0 = 0.3, MOF-841 outperforms other investigated materials and the uptake is remains above 40 wt% after five cycles. Based on the outstanding performance of MOF-801, a device that captures water from the atmosphere at ambient conditions using natural sunlight was designed and demonstrated. [286] This device can harvest 2.8 L of water per kilogram of MOF daily at low relative humidity (20%) without any input of energy. Due to the high water uptake capacity, the low regeneration heat requirement, and the ability to condense water at ambient temperatures, this water harvesting strategy is quite promising.
The release of anthropogenic toxic pollutants into the atmosphere has become an increasingly concerning worldwide issues. Due to their high tunability and versatility, MOFs have also been successfully utilized to remove toxic gases from air. [219, [287] [288] [289] [290] www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com co-workers. [291, 292] In addition, the catalytic degradation of toxic gases into nontoxic substances seems to be an alluring strategy. [289] 
Sensing
In the field of fluorescent sensing, structural stability provides great possibilities for MOFs to perform in either aqueous surroundings or in harsh conditions, such as acid/ base solutions or hyperthermic/cryogenic temperatures. Bu et al. reported a water stable Cd-MOF, [Cd 2 (TIB) 2 (BDA) 2 ] (TIB = 1,3,5-tris(1-imidazolyl) benzene; BDA = 2,2′-biphenyl dicarboxylate), with a double helical structure. [293] By tightly packing the organic ligands, the stability of the MOF was enhanced toward organic solvents, water, and even acid and base (pH = 3-11). Thus, the Cd-MOF could detect various ketones in aqueous solution. In another case, two Zr-based MOFs Zr 6 O 4 (OH) 8 4 (TTNA) 8/3 (H 3 CTTA = 5′-(4-carboxyphenyl)-2′,4′,6′-trimeth-yl-[1,1′:3′,1′′-terphenyl]-4,4′′-dicarboxylic acid; H 3 TTNA = 6,6′,6′′-(2,4,6-trimethylbenzene-1,3,5-triyl)tris(2-naphthoic acid)) were synthesized by Zhou and co-workers, which are capable of detecting and removing antibiotics and explosives in water. [63] The hydrophobicity induced by the three methyl groups on the judiciously designed linkers contributes greatly to the high aqueous stability of the MOFs. As a result, they demonstrated promising sensing capabilities toward antibiotics and 2,4,6-trinitrophenol.
Recently, by taking advantage of the pH stability and pHdependent luminescence, applications in the field of pH sensing utilizing MOFs as a platform have also been explored. Figure 20 . a) The breathing behavior of Co(bdp) upon CH 4 adsorption/desorption. b,c) A comparison of usable capacity for an idealized adsorbent exhibiting a classical Langmuir-type adsorption isotherm and an "S-shaped" adsorption isotherm. CH 4 adsorption isotherms for Co(bdp) d) and Fe(bdp) e) at 298 K. Here P des = 5.8 bar and P ads = 35 bar are indicated by dashed grey lines. Reproduced with permission. [164] Copyright 2016, Nature Publishing Group.
www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com PCN-225 is an excellent example of a MOF-based pH sensor. [194] The MOF can remain intact in a wide range of pH from 1 to 11, which can be explained by the strong coordination bonds formed between the Zr 4+ clusters and the carboxylate groups. When soaked in aqueous solutions with different pH, the emission intensity of PCN-225 changes correspondingly, due to the protonation/deprotonation of the TCPP linker.
Beyond fluorescence sensing, devices that directly converts the stimuli to electronic signals are more appealing in real applications. A fumarate-based RE-fcu-MOF can be made as a thin film and grown onto an electrode, showing high sensitivity toward H 2 S gas. [294] This MOF adopts fcu topology, which is isostructural to the Zr-based MOF-801. It offers a selective H 2 S detection to concentrations as low as 100 ppb with a detection limit of 5.4 ppb (Figure 21) .
Biological Application
Stable MOFs also have wide and promising applications in biological systems including drug delivery and enzyme immobilization. Usually nontoxic metal based MOFs such as Fe-MOFs are chosen for drug delivery systems owing to their biocompatibility and high stability in biological environment. [295] Recent development has shown that flexibility and multivariate nature of MOFs enable researchers to better control the drug release in a highly controllable and programmable manner. [296] For example, a recent report on MTV-MIL-101(Fe) indicates the controllable drug release could be achieved by well tuning interactions between drug molecules and pore environment in MTV-MOFs. [297] The high stability and tunability of MOF structures promise the future of MOFs as nanocarriers for controlled drug delivery. Enzyme immobilization in stable MOF platforms will not be discussed here since recent review has covered the topic. [298] 
Conclusion and Prospects
With the increasing requirement for MOF stability in a variety of applications, studies on stable MOFs have been flourishing in the last few years. Constant efforts are made to disclose the structure-stability relationship, and to develop synthetic strategies for stable MOFs. First, mechanistic studies of MOF stability were introduced in this review, which allow us to predict the stability of a certain MOF based on its metal-ligand bonds and pore environments. However, the stability of a specific MOF will depend not only on the framework structure, but also on the particle size, crystal defects, operating environments, and the duration over which the MOF will face these conditions. As a result, experimental stability testing is usually required to get a fully informed decision regarding the stability of a MOF. In this respect, more systematic experimental characterization procedures are needed to obtain higher confidence in the stability of many MOFs. While PXRD measurements after the stability test can qualitatively reflect the maintenance of crystallinity, BET surface area analysis is usually more reliable to qualify the changes of porosity.
Based on the aforementioned mechanistic studies, stable MOFs were then grouped into two categories: high-valency metal-carboxylate frameworks and low-valency metal azolate frameworks. Along this line, some representative stable MOFs were introduced, their structures described, and their properties briefly discussed. Then it is shown that the increased stability of MOFs has significantly expanded their applications. Besides their role in conventional gas storage, emerging applications of stable MOFs include Lewis acid catalysis, Brønsted acid catalysis, redox catalysis, photocatalysis, electrocatalysis and fluorescent sensing. In this review, we have covered a small fraction of the great number of published MOFs, but we hope to have shown ample representation of MOFs exhibiting various applications and properties.
Regarding the discovery of new stable MOF structures, modulated synthesis has been widely used and proven successful for Zr-MOF and Fe-MOF systems. However, the modulated strategy seems less effective for the synthesis of Al/Cr/ Ti-carboxylate based MOFs. In this regard, postsynthetic modification represents an important alternative to obtain otherwise unachievable MOFs. For example, some Cr-MOFs and TiMOFs have been synthesized by metal cation metathesis, which are difficult to realize using direct synthesis. Along with the development of synthetic strategies, new characterization techniques have also emerged to enable the discovery of new structures. Indeed, many stable MOFs are obtained as very small crystals or crystalline powders, posing challenges to structural characterization by traditional single crystal X-ray diffraction. However, in recent years, Rietveld refinements of synchrotron PXRD data has been used more frequently to characterize MOF structures. Synchrotron microdiffraction setups were used for single crystal X-ray analysis of very small single crystals. Rotation electron diffraction methods have also been applied to assist in the structural determination of MOF microcrystals. [16] The development of both new synthetic and characterization methods will continue accelerating the discovery of stable MOF structures. Figure 21 . Schematic representation of the preparation the fumaratebased fcu-MOF thin film on the interdigitated electrode. Reproduced with permission. [294] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
www.advmat.de www.advancedsciencenews.com Stability has been a major limitation for practical applications of MOFs since their discovery. With escalated research interest in stable MOFs, an increasing number of stable MOFs have been reported, which show good resistance to water, acid, base, and other harsh conditions. However, the stability of many so-called "stable MOFs" has yet to reach the same level of other inorganic or organic porous materials such as zeolites, mesoporous silica, and porous carbons. On the other hand, the mechanical stability of MOFs, an important consideration for the industrialization process, has not been widely studied so far. [20, 61, 203] Once the stability of MOFs has been addressed, stride can be taken in the industrialization of these unique materials. Although many challenges remain for practical applications of MOFs, the high designability and diversity of MOF structures suggests that such a feat is eventually feasible.
